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Minor, Advanced Environmental Studies

•
Gambrell to decide student issues
By BARRY BRADLEY
Staff Writer

•

The FTU Faculty Senate passed
two resolutions last Tuesday
concerning "the minor option and the
Advanced Environmental Studie~
Program (AESP).
The minor option would allow a
student to obtain a minor as well as a
major fn any subject area. The change
in the AESP requirement would, in
effect, unstructure the types of
courses a student must take to
complete the program. A student

would still have to take a certain
number of courses outside his college
but the courses would be of his own
choosing within the required areas.
The or.iginal resolutions were
passed by the Senate and presented
to Dr. C. B. Gambrell, vice-president
for Academic Affairs, last MaFch. At
that time, Gambrell asked for·further
input from faculty members
concerning the possible effects of the
adoption of the resolutions. Gambrell
postponed any further action on the
recommendations until certain of his
questions were answered.

Crea.t io.n s '76

Ga:tnbrell asked the Senate to
consider if there was a need to
establish a minimum number of
hours required for a · major. This
study was to be in conjunction with a
study on the possible minimum
number of hours needed for a minor.
The
Senate returned a
recommendation that there was no
need to establish a.minimum number
of hours for a major because the
Senate found no evidence of this
type of abuse at FTU, the report
said.
Further, the Senate recommended

that a minimum of 24 hours be
required to ·obtain a minor in a .
certain field of study .
The Senate also said Tuesday that
they (Se~te) had answered all
relevant. questions con=rning the
resolution and that they requested a
decision on the matter from
GambrelL
According to Dr. J. P. ldoux,
chairman of the Faculty Senate, the
two resolutions would work together
to jjenefit the student. The relaxation
of the AESP requirement would
allow a student ample opportunity to

complete course requirements for a
minor option which would -appear on
the students' transcript.
Gambrell said he would have to
wait until he received official
notification of the results of the
Senate meeting in the form of a
memorandum from Idoux before he
could begin to make any decision on
the matter. ldoux said he gave the
memorandum to Gambrell yesterday.
<..;ambrell said he would not care to
comment on the possible acceptan=
or
rejection
of either
recommendation until he and his
staff has had a chance to study them.
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Second _competitor emerges
to challellge FTU bookstore.

Photos by Alan Geeslin

KAYE ISSAC, MARGUERITE JACKSON AND CLAUDIA
COLBURN . examine the collection of ceramic pieces
brought to the campus Nov. 16 and 17 as part of the annual
university and community art festival Creations '76. To the
left, students _pause from their academic day to look over a
jewelry display by Greg Smith, a variety of sterling silver
and turquoise rings. For review see page 9.

Sit ..on -it!
(your plant; -that is)
Student Government's (SG)
Centralized Services have come up
with a new and original idea for the
• ·holidays-"plant sitting." .

SG is to mark the pot with the name
of the plant; which Sam Snyder, SG
executive assistant, said "mu.st ·be a
lega_l one."

You've heard of baby sitting. Well
for a fee of 50 cents per pot, SG will
do a .little "plant sitting" for you.

If there are any special instru ction s
that a student feels is important in
the caring for his plant he should
write the informl!tion down and give
the list along with the plant to SG.

Over the upcoming break in
classes, SG will handle and care for a
student's plant while they are away
from school. The plants will be kept
in the offices of the Centralized
Services and all a student must do to
• receive the tender loving care from

Snyder "can't guarantee we'll talk
to each one of the plants" but if the
idea of "plant sitting" goes across,
Synder said it will continue for the
rest of the school holidays.

The first off-campus bookstore to
service FTU is ahead of schedule and
could be open for business next
week, according to the new store's
owner.
Beryl Wagner, owner and manager
of Varsity Books, hopes to move into
the new facility this weekend. He
said he talked to the contractor who
is building the stru cture to verify the
time schedule.
If at all possible, Wagner said, the
bookstore may be open to customers
on Tuesday.
The store was originally scheduled
to open Dec. 10. Named "Varsity
Books," will be located on the
northwest comer of FTU Boulevard
ap.d Alafay a Trail.
.
Varsity Books will be the first
competitor of the University's
_bookstore. Wagner said his outlet will
offer the same services as the campus
store but at a lower cost to students,
if at all possible.
Wagner recently acquired textbook
requisition ·forms for classes to be

offered here winter quarter, and he is
interested in buying back more old
oooks from students at better prices
than the current facility on campus
offers. He also plans to gei a larger
supp!y of used books to sell to
students.
·
Wagner, an eight year veteran of
retail bookstore business, has stated
that he will cooperate in aµ ways
possible with the managers of the
campu s bookstore, which is financed
by the State University System
(SUS).
.
Varsity Books is a private
enterprise and is in no way connected
with the SUS ox'FTU.
The new store's manager has stated
that he will strive to the best of his
ability to serve FTU students ·and
meet all their literary needs.
'
However, Beryl Wagner and
Varsity Books will not be the onJy
competitor of the campus bookstore.
A new outfit, on the southwest side
of FTU Boulevard, is scheduled to
open sometime in the spring of 1977.

W. D . Pile.her, president of Century
Home Builders, is also getting into
the bookstore business in the FTU
campus' vicinity.
Tech Book Store, which will be ·
owned by Pilcher, is intended to
offer the same services as the campus
store and Varsity Books.
' Pilcher, an area resident for almost
30 years, said he has had little
experience in the bookstore business,
but he intends to hire a manager for
_his store that will be experienced
enough to compete with veterans
Wagner and Ian Maxwell, the campus
bookstore's manager.
Maxwell, whose store has held a
monopoly on textbooks for the nine
years FTU has been in operation, and
now facing two competitors, had
little to say about the situation at
this time.
"I don't know anything about it
yet," he . said quietly., but added, "It
ought to be very interesting to see
what develops."
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Ski Club's new boat
get~ tryo.ut this
majoring in electrical engineering. "If
you have your own boat, it saves on
the wear and tear of their boats."
Last January, Student Government
After four weeks of continuous
(SG) planned on giving the club
hard work to restore an old boat,
members or' "FTU's Ski - Club are
$6,000 to purchase a new boat. The
!mally going to· see if their efforts
former :t student body president,
have been worthwhile.
Gary· Anderson, vetoed the
expenditure ·and it looked as though
This weekend, the 18 ft.
the club would never get a boat.
SportCraft will be given its first
plunge .into the waters, of Lake
But in January, the Biology
Vrrginia. The boat which has a 125
Department donated a boat to the
horsepower inboard/outboard motor,
skiers. Together with SG, who gave
would probably retail for over
$300 towards the restoration of the
$3,600 today, according to Dave ·. craft, money donated by club
Hayden, president of the club, but
members and a $100 loan, the boat
not so last year when the boat rrrst
was gradually repaired.
became their property.
The boat was given a complete .
The ski club has been trying to get
engine overhaul, a battery, tires for
their own boat for years. "It's kind
the trailer ilnd a license for both the
of a hassle using other people's
boat and trailer. A new stern drive
boats," said Hayden, a junior ·
unit, ·ply.wood seats and a completely
By JODY GOMEZ
Staff Writer.

week~nd
refurbished interior have also been
added. Hayden said the boat still
needs a high voltage coil for the
motor, and the hull still needs to be
rubbed down. ' "
Hayden attributes the club's
vice-president, Tom Smith, a junior
in Engineer Technology, with doing
most of the work on the boat.
"Through him we got several parts
donated," Hayden explained. Senior
Criminal justice major, Dave· Fox,
another ski club member, did much
of the carpentry and seat work. .
As for Hayden, he is a fo.rmer ski
driver at Disney World who assumed
responsibilities as president of the Ski
Club only three weeks ago. He plans
to have the boat permanently
stationed at either Lake Picket, Lake
Price or at Maas Park, all in the
Orlando vicinity. He wants to have
seven authorized drivers, one for each
day of the week, to "take
responsibility for the boat, collect
monies from the skiers and take
.charge of the boat and equipment."
As for the future, Hayden has
hopes for "clinics where you can be
taught to ski from a beginners
standpoint and sl!llom skiing (skiing
on one ski)."
Hayden said it is important to
stress the club welcomes anyone
interested in skiing, whether amateur
or professional. The club meets every
Wednesday afternoon at 3 p.m.
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Hey America!
Say Hello to~
ENGINE:

FRAME·

BRAND MAN

Husky tubular steel frame for great strength and for simplicity of servicfn!f ~ ·

INVITES YOU
TO VISIT

TRANSMISSION:

.

_ -

- ,,. -

_.

Fully automatic, centrifugal clutch i!1 Oil b·a.th. · Prim~ ry 1:rans!!'i~siCtn ~~
secondary transmiss.iorf by chain , provides maximum strength with

gear's

mini#num maintenance.

BRAKES:
Heavy duty dru -m brakes on the f,ront and rear hubs, actuated by s i mple

CZJRAND ELECTRONIC$

FTU SKI CLUB MEMBERS Dave Hayden and Dave Fox,
add some finishing touches to the used boat which the club
bought and has completely refurbished.

Honda Expres~
.

The Honda Express 1"' is an idea whose 1
time has really co m e. Ifs simple.
econom ical and outrageous ly e"cisy
to ride. In fact . if you know how to ride
a bicycle, you can ride it like a pro.
No pedals to push. No gears to shift .
S imple hand brakes, just like a bicycle.
And it rolls along at a safe and sane top
speed of 30 miles per hour. Ifs perfect
for errands, for school. and for some
ex tra fun around the campground
The Honda Express is a real friend.
Can get over 100 p1iles per gallon. Needs
on ly a minimum of maintenance.
And offers maximum fun. The H onda
Express! By the way, it comes in three
zappy colors, yellow, orange and green.

i...-

O RLAND O F ASHI O N S Q UA RE

NA M E ·BRAND C O NSUMER ELECT.RDNICS
-

ALWAYS AT TH E R IG HT PRIC E -

894-0961

, Master Charge .
Bank Americard '
Financing Available
For the Best Deals
in Town!!!
I Will Not Be Undersold!

handlebar grip con t rbls.

FUEL

SYSTEM :

One gailon fuel tank , with reserve un it, includes a measuring cup for proper
mixture of oil w i th gasoline . Up to 180 miles-per-gallon.

WARRANTY:

.

For 6 - months, your dealer will replace any defective_ part! including the
cost of labor, at no cost to you. Exact terms are conta1ned 1n the standard
·smily warranty which is given to you at 1: he time of delivery.
·'· ,,!..L·,~·

AND ALL OF THESE EXTRA FEA_TURES ARE ·. , .NC LU
ON SMILY, AS STAN.DARD : EQUIPMENT :

o'E 'o

To.al Kit, with speCia-1 wrenches * Frame Lock and Key * Luggage Rack
with spring-loaded hold down *Tire PumP * Electric Horn * Speedometer
with Odometer * Full J oam deluxe saddle * Rear View Mirror * Bright
metal Foot Rests, for alternative riding position.

STAN'S BICYCLE & MOWER CENTER
1019-21 W. Fairbanks 647-3296
Winter Park, Fla.
We have Raleigh & Peugeot Bicycles.
We carry complete line of bicycles, parts, and accessories.
Free Demonstration!

ONLY $2.9 5

HONDA OF ORLANDO
1802 Edgewater Drive
841-8641

Our
bookie.

Next year
you could·be on
scholarship.
An Air Force ROTC 2-year scholarship. Which
not only pays your tuition, but also gives you $100
a month allowance. And picks up the tab for your
books and lab fees, as well.
And after college, you'll receive a commission
in the Air Force ... go on to further, specialized training ... and get started as an Air Force officer. There'll
be travel, responsibiJity, and a lot of other benefits.
But jt all sta·rts right here· ... in college,. .. in the
Air Force ROTC. Things will look up ... so look us up.
No obligation, of course.
Contact the professor of aerospace studie~ ADM IN.
BLOG. Suite 243, phone 275-2264.

Put it a8 together in. Air Force ROTC.

John Vanderwerf is
quite an operator. As
one of the Student
G ·overnment
Centralized Services
bookies,
he's
determined that the
SG Book Exchange is
the odds-on favorite
for buying and selling
used textbooks.
The Exchange will
put your used books
on sale at a price you
set yourself, and let
you buy used books at
·prices that may be
lower than bookstores.
Our bookies may
not have every title
you need. or the price
you desire, and you
may not find a buyer
for every book you
want to sell.
But it's a sure bet
the Exchange is worth
checking out when
you're buying or
selling books.

Used books,_accepted for Exchange Dec. 6 through
10 and sold Jan. 6 through 14, 1977. Redeem
unsold_ books Jan. 1 7 through 21: The Exchange
is opeh 9a.m. to 4 p.m daily and 5 to 7:30 p.m
Mondays and Wednesdays in the Student Government Centraiized Ser.Vices 0 ffi.c,e, VC 219•.

.
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Students polled on visitation, food service
Saga Food Service

Resident Life Board
The Resident Life Board of Directors
conducted a su rve y in t h e FTU do rms last week
to de termine resident students' opinion s on
new visitation h o urs and escor t ing privileges.
T h e results will b e u sed to justify the ir official
recom mendati o n
t o Preside nt Charle s N .
Millican. Millican has ultimate say in setting
vis it~ tion rights.

dor m itory halls or suite s at an y o ther time.
T h e re sults of the survey h ave n ot b een
comple te ly tabulate d . The Board w ill make its
recommend a tion a ccord ing to the preferen ces
of reside nts. Me mber s o f the Board re alize the
probl e m s o f
securing stude nt majority
preferences while mainta ining the rights of the
minority . Diversity in preference s of males an d
fem a le s may pose proble m s.

The vi sitation hours survey first polle d
To process the changes, the Board must
stude nt's sex, age, academic year level and
submit its alternate proposal to both the dean
le ngth o f campus residency. Secondly, r eside nts
of men and women for review. The deans must
were a ske d to choose either 10 a .m., noon or 2
p,m. as their preference for the beginning of . then concur and make an official
recommendation to Dr. Rex Brown,
visitation hours (hours in which members of the
vice-president for Student Affairs. This is.
opposite sex are permitted in dormitories) to
passed by Brown to Millican for consideration
begin. Students were also to choose among
and fina l approval.
midnight or 2 a.m. for the end of visitation
hours, Sunday through Thursday. Lastly, they
The Board of Regents has recently turned
were to mark their approval or disapproval of a
visitation policy decision-making to the
proposed addition to the present policy stating
president of the concerne d university.
that individuals are permitted to escort
re sidence students to his/her suite during
However, a change in policy, such as altering
off-hours providing .there is no loitering.
visitation hours, must be processed according to
the Administrative Procedures Act. This
The present visitation hours ar e noon to
involves
a
public posting of the
midriight Sunday through Thursday, and noon
recommendation for 10 days, a public hearing
to 2 a.m. Fridays and Saturdays. No visitors of
and official recording with the Florida State
the opposite sex are authorized to .enter the
Department in Tallahassee.

A recent surve y condu c ted by Saga Food
Se rvice sh ows · that o ut of 133 stu den ts
questio n e d, 3 9 p er cen t wer e u su ally pleased
with the ove r-a ll p e rf ormance of the cafeteria is
servi ce while e ight p e r cent w er e n eve r plea sed.
Twice a y e ar , Saga F ood Se rvice condu c ts a
surve y within the FTU campu s. Thi s fall, the
fo o d
se rvice hande d out questio nnaire s
pertaining to the cafeteria's service . Out of the
200 handed out, 133 were r e turned.
Cliff Schmidt, director of food services for
Saga, feels the survey is a very helpful and
beneficial "tool."
The survey, Schmidt adds, "is a tool that we
use to help us to do a better job in serving the
students. We are able to learn from the students
what they like about the cafeteria service and
what they would like to see improved."
When the students were asked whether or
not they either ·made complaints or paid
compliments to the management, 14 per cent
said they always did, 30 per cent said they
seldom . did and 16 per cent said they never did.
According to 35 per cent of the students
surveyed, the management is usually very
respohsive to the food service needs of the
•students.
At breakfast time, 33 per. cent of the
stude nts feel the food selection is adequate,
while at lunch only 16 per cent feel this way. At.

din n er time on ly e igh t per cent feel tha t the
selec tion is adeq u ate .
So m e of the m ost commo n complaints t h e
stude nts mentione d we r e of unde r-cooke d
meats and ove r-cooked. vege tables. The y also
felt the differe nt m eats containe d too much fat
and the e ntire meal containedto omu ch butte r.
The largest numbe r o f stude nts responde d
that they fe el the food is cold too many times
and would like it to be serve d hotte r. .
The stude nts also showed favorable opinions
in the fact that the management is able and
willing to listen to the students' complaints.
They also liked the idea .of the salad bar and
feel the cafeteria offers an excelle nt selection of
baked goods.
This survey, in comparison to last year's
showed students felt there was a vast
improvement in the over all performance of the
cafeteria. There were , however, four areas the
students think could have · used more attention .
One of these is the communication between
management and the students.
·
The communication between the two has
slipped since the last survey and to help rectify
this problem, Saga has added a "beef board."
By adding the beef board, Saga hopes they
. can get back in touch with the students and are
looking· forward to the feedback they hope to
get.

Fraternities back bill

lntramurals receives ·needed funds
lntramurals
received
a
mu ch-n eeded $2,785 boos t as the
Student Se nate, bac ke d by firm
support from the doze n or so
frate rnity m e mbers who atte nded the
m ee ting, unanimou sly p assed a bill
tha t "will a id the financia lly-strap p e d
bltramu ra ls prog r a m.
T h e sen a te also a lloca ted $ 290 t o
the FTU Mo de l Senat e d e legat ion to
send th e m to this year 's Mo de l
Se n ate, a t Ste t son and p assed a bill
gran t ing $ 3 93 t o t h e T h e atre
D e p a rtment fo r the purpose of
p urchasing a n on-flammable paint
storage cab inet
T he
b ill gran ting l ntramurals
$2,7 85 was expected t o m eet some
o ppos it ion at last wee k 's m ee ting,
d ue m ainly to the fac t th a t m an y
sen a to rs fe lt su c h an ex te n sive
amount of mone y could not b e
~drawn from the Activity and Service
F ee R eserve Account, as it would
badly hamper the passing of any
furthe r mone y bills for the remainde r
of the year.
Th e
conflict · n e ver occurred
howeve r , a~ the senate rece ived the
solution in the form of $6,900
V e teran s Certification position,
pr e viou s ly funded by Student
Government and A&SF money,
whi ch was picked up by the
Uni ve r s ity . Th e amount was
immediate ly transferred to the A&SF
R eserve A ccount to provide enough
mone y to fund both lntramurals and
·n ex t
q uart e r 's Hom e c o ming
a ctivities.
Jntra murals will use the mone y to
provide additi.lnal stude nt staffing,

With ad 103 discount

"ALL THAT GLITTERS"
E ave a Silver Christmas
18" sterling chains--$8.00
affor dable designer silver originals

230

hire more game officials and buy new
game equipme nt. · Also passed unanimou sly by the
senate was the bill allocating $290 to
the FTU Model Senate delegation to
send them to the 1977 United States
Model Senate to be held at Ste t son
University. The mon e y will p ay
re gistration fees and a ccomodation s
for the students participating in t h e
events. Last ye ar's \lelegation from
FTU swept e very category at the
Model Senate .
Because
of th e
hazardous
condition s in the FTU' s theatre
workshop, the senate passed a bill
giving the Th.,atre D e partme nt $ 393
to r e p air t wo table saw s a nd purchase
a nonfl a mma b le paint storage
cabinet.

Guest speaker named
,..

Gue st speaker for fall quarter
commencement will be Dr. Richard
V. Moore, former president of
Bethune-Cookman College, Daytona
JJeach.
Commencement will be l'ie ld Dec.
10 at 7 p.m. in the Winter Park High
School auditorium during which
Moore will deliver his address to the
graduation class.
Moore re tired June 30, 197 5 afte r
serving 28 years as president of
Bethune-Cookman College . He is
presently that college 's chancellor in
charge of fund-rai sing.
·
Moore received his associate of
busine ss degree from Knoxville.
College , Knoxville , Tenn. , and his!

master of arts degree from Atlanta
(Ga.) Univer-sity in 1944. He studied
for his doctorate degree at New York
University and pre-sently holds 13
honorary doctorate de grees.
Among his accomplishments , he
has served as the first Negro State
Supervisor of Secondary Schools fo1
Negroes. Presently, Moore is · a
member/;· of 27 organization s,
foundation s and boards including
several fraternal groups.
Moore has been recognized with
many outstanding awards for his
· contributions to education, human
-relations , religion and civic
en~rprises.

tt is true that
Student Government
Centralized Services
can't keep, your
pet ostrich while
you're in class.
But how many .of
you have pet ostriches?
.Centralized Services. We've
what you need.
Open 9 to 4 daily, 5 to
7:30 p. m. Mondays and
Wednesdays, .vc 219.

Park Ave .
644-4246

N.

Clu·b auto.n o1ny
key to groUJth
In a time many campus
organizations are cutting
back
programs
or
disbanding
due
to ,
inadequate or nonexistant
Activity and Service Fee
(A&SF) funding, the FTU
Ski Club has rallied support
·Page 4-Nov. 19~ i976 ·
from its members, located
funds from other sources
and renovated a boat that
was to be junked by the
economic trends continue.
Biology :pepartment.
·These trends have led to a
Not only did the Ski
reduction in enrollment at
Club save over $5,000 in
state
universities,
a
A&SF money, but they
reduction in the percentage
illustrated a
financial
of tuition reserved for
responsibility that more
student use and inflation
organizations .are going to
w hi ch
n e c e s sit i ates·
have to demonstrate as
increased A&SF requests by
inflation rises faster than
organizations wishing to
the Student Government
continue existing programs. ·
(SG) budget.
According to Student
When the Ski Club was
Body President Rick Walsh,
organized last year, its
a projected five per cent
members went· to the SG
reduction in enrollment
for
A&SF
funding of
caused SG to lose $35,380
needed equipment. There
in A&SF money which
request was for $6,000 to
could have been available
be used to buy a boat and
this year. Earlier, the BOR
ski equipment.
had reduced the A&SF
But former student body
allotment per quarter hour.
president Gary Andersen
This resulted in a reduction
vetoed the bill saying the
of fees. Ironic is the fact
SG "was near its eeonomic
that inflation continued to
limit with the maintenance
rise more than five per cent
and proper expansion .of
per year during that time . .
existing
programs."
What these figures mean
Andersen also said the club
is -that the next year or two
lacked stability.
may mark the last time SG
Yet the club members
will have a flexible working
did not give up and
budget. They had to make
managed to obtain a 1972
massive budget cutbacks
model boat the Biology
this year. Unless A&SF
Department was planning to
resources increase, the SG
discard.
will merely be left with the
According to
club
task of distributing A&SF
president Dave Hayden,
money
among existing
renovation of the craft cost
organizations and programs
about
$350, or some
without reserves for new
$5,000 less than a similar
ventures.
craft bought new. Hayden
Nevertheless,
such
said
$300 · of
that
forecasts do not mean that
expenditure came from
A&SF
funded interests
A&SF money.' A loan of
must become defunct or
$100 was taken to cover the
obsolete. The answer lies in
rest of the expense and
the
willingness
of
provide for
additional
organizations to
raise
supplies.
money on their own and
Though
the
seek ways of economizing.
circumstances surrounding
The Ski Club has taken
the acquisition of the Ski
the first step; we commend
Club's boat may be unique,
them and say it is up to
the club has set an example
other
organizations to
other clubs must be willing
follow suit.
to follow if
current
-The Editorial Board
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Mailing a.d dress: P.O. Box· 25000, ·Orlando, Florida !2BJ6. Entered as
third class mail jn the U.S. Post Office at Orlando, Florzda.
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Author offers explanation
Editor,
After reading Arla Filko's review
in last w eeks Future of my book
"Accent on the Individual," recently
published by the FTU Foundation, I
felt
that
your readers might
app·re-ciate
so me
additional
information on this book.
A little over a year ago. W.A.
McCree Jr., president of the FTU
Foundation, asked me if I would
write a book on the history of FTU
to be given to members of the
Foundation's Century Club (those
who contribute $100 or more
annually) and the President's Circle
(those who give $1,000 or more).
Such books are part of the
development programs at several
other colleges in the country and are
a way of adding a more personal
touch as you recognize the people
who assist a university.
Because of my work with the
Foundation, Mr. McCree thought
that I might be able to write a story
on the highlights of the university's
development. My major emphasis of
study in the journalism graduate
school at the University of Wisconsin
was historical research, so I felt that I
cou ld write a complete story on
FTU.
At this point, Mr. McCree and I
consulted with Rresident Millican",
who explained to us tha t Prof.
Roland Browne was already at work
on a history of our university. We
thu s · decided that the Fo undation's

Film switch
not deliberate
Editor,
The Village Center Board would
like to take this opportunity to
apologize to those persons who
attended the Friday and Sunday
night Village Center film expecting to
- see the film "Superman.,, as
advertised. Because of the United
Parcel Service strike, the film was not
delivered on time. The "Absent
Minded Professor" was one of the
few films we could obtain on such
short notice. We hope that such a
situation can be avoided in the
future.
Thank you for your continued
support of the Village Center film
program,
John Callander, president
Village Center Board

story would not be a definitive study
or a strictly academic account of
Florida Tech. Rather, .it would be a
look at the role of the Central
Florida community in acquiring and
helping build a s tate university. It
would name the people, events and
major
accomplishments which
showed
the
community's
involveme nt in FTU. We even
decided to list . the names of the
major contributors since 1968 so that
these people . co uld receive their
well-deserved recognition.
Thu s I spent part of my time for
the n ext 10 months researching and
writing this informal history ofFTU.
I first read through all the materials
in the library archives, and found the
job would be easier than I thought
because of the excellent materials
available in the library's Special
Collections area. I then checked all
this material with the files of old
press releases and old copies of the
Future to verify as much of the
information as possible. Next, I gave
copies of the manuscript to severaJ
prominent members of the
community who have been involved
with our university since the early
days, and asked for their suggestions
and ideas. Finally, I correlated as
much of this material as possible with
files at the Sentinel Star.
The only parts of the book
President Millican saw in advance of
publication were seCtions I asked him
to comment upon, for I felt - an
important aspect of the book would
be his personal reminiscences of the
events and people mentioned in the
story. The president did not see a
completed copy of the book until it
was published, nor did he ever make
any attempt to influence the
narrative I was writing. Rather, he
dictated his personal comments into

a tape recorder, and asked me to put
that material into its logical location
in the book.
,
I agree with Miss Filko that thi~.
book appears -to be a monument to
President Millican That was not my
purpose, but I learned quite clearly
from all my research that the st9ry of
F lorida Tec)l is, in.great i:neasure, iuso
the story o.(. . Pre.sideg~ 1'{1i!J.i.cflTI 1 Jt's
not really possible to separate the
university' story from the from th~
President's story, for it has been his
leadership, ideas and guidance which
have developed and shaped almost
every aspect of our university.
.
In fact, it may interest you to
know that the one area which
President Millican tried to influence
(Continued on page 5)

Pay delay
not unique
Editor
Regarding your article "Pay hike
delay cleared" - last week in the
Future, the United Faculty of
Florida acknowledges that Dr.
Gambrell's memo was correct in that
only two other universities had their
collective bargaining increases in
payroll checks before FTU.
•
We also would · like to express
thanks to those overtime workers
who accomp lished a difficult task.
Ricnard A . Thompson
President, FTU-UFF

Gays depart from scripture
Editor,
An open letter to Dr. Millican:
I am a student at your college, 3rd year, and I see where you have a club for
queers. Is that riot what gay people are? I am shocked that any college or
university would sanction such a thing. Are you a "true Christian?" If not, I can
understand su ch actions; if you are, I can still not comprehend such actions ...
This is a great departure from God's word, which this country was founded
upon. In Leviticus, Chapter 20, the 13th verse says death will come to all
homosexuals (male-female). God'.s word says in Genesis, chapter l, verse 28 to
multiply. When two men marry that would be quite a trick. First Corinthians,
the 6th chapter and 9th verse (6:9), says no effeminate (homosexual) will enter
the Kingdom of God.
Some say "I don't believe in God or HelL" Disbelief will not change the
return of our Lord or the damnation to follow . Here is my letter to Millican.
Let's see your answer.
Rev. W. H. Bean, Pastor
The New Ground Church
of Jesus Ch{ist4
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Correction

Speaker's Bureau
needs clarification

{Continued fr?m page 4)

•

in the book was the material dealing
with spec ific m ention of his
accomplishments and involvement
with
univer s ity activities and
programs. He specifically asked m e to
play . down mentioning him , and
instead highlight the other people
who
were involved in the
developments mentioned in the
book. He asked that I try to limit
making the book his story, and give
as much credit as possible to others. ·
Yet as anyone familiar with FTU's
history knows, this is almost
impossible, for a tremendous amount
of the credit for FTU's history and
development has to go to President
Millican.
Miss Filko and I agree on one
point- this book is indeed a public
relations tool. After all, isn't p ublic
relations a communications process
designed to inform and educate the
various groups with which an
organization has contact? The book
was written specifically for members
of the community who were involved
with FTU to give then't 1'- memento of
their own role in FTU's development.
The reactions from these people
so far has been highly favorable,
with many letters · thanking us for<
acknowledging their involvement
with FTU while at the same time
helping them relive many found
memories of the early days of FTU.
Many others have begun or increased
their
contributions to the
Foundation, and we feel strongly
that the reaction to this book is
helping make our 1976 annual fund
0

the largest ever in our history.
Though the book was writte n for
people off-campus, w e felt that
stude nts might be interes ted in
having a copy as a souvenir of their
FTU days. A number of copies have
thus been set aside and are being sold
for $10 each. All profit from the sale
of these books is going into a
scholarship fund. Since we no longer
publish a yearbook, it was felt that
this would be a nice keepsake of their
university days for many students.
We have already received requests for
the book from several people and
hope we have enough copies for all
those who want them.
So that's why this book has been
published. The 55 photographs offer
a pictorial history of the university,
from the earliest days through
groundbreaking up to the current
time. Material in the book tells
everything from the name of the first
sorority (Tyes) to the name of the
basketball player scoring FTU's first
point (Pat Fitzgerald), how the
university name was chosen, how the
seal was designed, how the location
for the university was selected, who
the first Student Government officers
were , who has received honorary
degrees, and more.
I hope this information adds a
little more to Miss Filko's review.

Certain comments reported in the Nov. 12 issue of the
Future regarding the development of a Student Speaker's
Bureau are in need of some clarification said Dana Eagles,
Student Government executive assistant.
The issue stated that Eagles compared the program to the
Public Information Office where students can make
inquiries.
Eagles, coordinator of the bureau, said he meant to
compare the program to one of the FTU Public
Information Office services which arranges the speaking
commitments for faculty speakers, not the information
booth itself as last .week's article implied. The Student
Speaker's Bureau will receive and fill requests from
community civic and service clubs with its speaking board
of 10 to 12 students. The Public Information Office secures

ACADEMIC
RESEARCH
PAPERS
THOUSANDS ON FILE

SPECIALIZING IN

Send $1.00 for y our up-to-date,
192-page, mail 0 rder catalog.

Sin cerely,
Kenneth G. Sheinkopf
Director of University
Deve lopment

Original research also available.

Stud;.;i[)i;~~tf

~~L~P~!

City _ __
State

THIS C O U P O N - - - - - - - - .

i-A!1RG~l~Z~
644.-1551
671-3553

666 S .. Orlando Ave.
3604 Aloma Ave.
Winter Park

~

Address---------
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for Dec. burial
The FTU Time Capsule Committee
will formally dedicate the capsule for
,,burial µi .f\ront of the Administration
" 'Building· at 10-a.rn.; DeG.. L
According to Dr. Ro.bert
•Humphr ey , c hairman of the
committee,
students, faculty and
staff members are invited to attend
the ceremony. Rep. Dick Ba tchelor,
D-Orlando, will be the guest speaker.
The capsule is scheduled for
o pening D e c. 1, 2026.

Please rush the catalog to :
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Live Right At Gaslight

slated

• PIZZA • SPAGHETTI • SANDWICHES
r------~.--WITH

11926 S anta Monica Blvd.
Los Ange l es, Ca . 90025

--------------------------Enclosed is $1 .00.
~apsule

faculty members with expertise on the topics of the
requests by contacting the department chairmen who
appoint their best faculty representative.
It was also reported that Eagles said students would be
better able than faculty to fulfill the requests. Rather, a
student bureau would provide the community with an
alternative to faculty speakers. Stude!)tS may add a new
perspective to several issues.
The Student Speaker's Bureau will operate
independently of Public Information's faculty speaker
service. Both Eagles and C. Barth Engert, director of Public
Information~ feel the bureau will be an opportunity for
students to gain speaking experience, become involved with
community organization and express personal views on
various topics and receivt: enlightening feedback.

_ _ _ _ _ _ __

EXPIRES F E B. 28, 19l7

Zip _ __

1

Rentals include ...
-separate Adult & Family
sections
-pool, clubhouse wI sauna
-complimentary country club
membership
-landscaped courtyards within
a quiet_, natural setting
Only 2 traffic lights
from FTU Blvd. on 436
-just north of Aloma
Please call 678-6090

Read.

The Future

What has an
automatic transmission, a virtually
indestructible engine, and gives you
up to 148 miles to the gallon?

JfF:

N -e xus Can ·Shed

Some Light
on T_h ·ings.
almost everything · you
always wanted to know
about any of 26 subjects.
When the Centralized
Servfoes clerk answers, just
tell him the numbe~ of the
tape you want to hear.

A phone call to the
Nexus information line
can be illuminating.
By dialing 275-2255,
you
can hear a tape
recording telling you, well,

- .JffeJ I

Nexus Tape
Number

Nexus Tape
Subject

Number
113

101

Intra murals and

102
103
104

Using the Library
Student Health Service
Getting the Hang of
Add-Drop

105
106

Village Center Services

Recreation

The Motobecane'"Motorized Bicycle.
It looks like a cross between a
than anything else . And you'll be
bicvclt: and a motorc\-cle, bur you'll
sadng money. Because a 1'\ 1otobccane
use. it more like a car: You'll use it to
N\ocorized BiCyclc has a virtually
go to work, to shop, ro get a roun~ndestruct.ible engine, gets up to

~~~~nd3~n~:: ~1~~~ec~~og5 :;~ps
.

{ --- '

~

l~~s7:~~~:~~~~~:~~ and

Test drive a Motobecane at:

Orange Cy de Works
2204 Edgewater Dr.
Orlando, Fla. 32804
305-422-5552 ·
We also carry a complete line
.of bicycles and accessories

If You Think Vou•re

Pregnant
107

109
110

cashing Checks on

Students-Got A

Grievance?
The Developmental

Student Health Service
Extended Benefits
Out-of-State Tuition and
Ob.talning Residency

Records

12,
122
123
124
125
-1 26

Department
111

Taking CLEP Tests
Wlthholdlng of Student

117

119
120

Finding Out About
Financial Aid
Checking O"t Athletic
Equipment
The University Poll~e

112

Transcript
115
116

111

campus
108

114

Cnt~

©

.
.

Subject

The Office of Veteran
Affairs
Requesting Your

. ... c., ;a.a:

Sportsman's Club
Thinking About an
Abortion?
Birth Control
oiitecting v.o.
Student Housing
If Vou"ve Been Raped

Nexus
Student G·overnment
Weekly Advisory

.;
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Art Department critique-- inaccrirate : Lotz
She added that several of the
students she talked to, who asked
that their names not be revealed,
actually told her they '. were
A recent article in the Orlando
concerned for their grades.
Sentinel Star about the FTU Art ·
Lotz sfild on Monday he .received
Dept. met strong criticism from the
comments from any of his students
department's chairman and the dean
of the College of Humanities and · · who criticized Ms. Joyce~s article. H!l
said the students supported him and·
Fine Arts.
agreed with his handling of the
Steve Lotz, chairman of the Art
department, and the students were ·
Dept., thought the article was critical
angered because they were not
of the department and did not
appropriately represented in the
present the subject accurately.
article.
However, the reporter who wrote
Lotz also criticized Ms. Joyce's
the article said she gathered much
treatment of a statement by Dr.:
information that was very critical of
Roger Ortmayer, visiting professor of
Lotz and his department, and that
art. Lotz felt Ms. Joyce did not
she presented the facts as accurately
qualify Ortmayer's statement
as possible.
Mary .Joyce, the ieporter who . . properly, which was highly critical of
wrote the article, said she interviewed
the department.
almost 24 FTU students, including
'The
department chairman
explained that Ortmayer was recently
some art graduates of the university.
She said the majority of these people
denied tenure and will not J?e
had complaints about either the
employed by the university after
department of some of the faculty
spring quarter.
.
Lotz felt that much of Ort!flayer's .
members.
"I don't 1md it to be an objective
criticism is a result of the ioss of his
article, nor do I 1md it to be well
job.
informed," Lotz said about Ms.
Both Lotz and Dr. Charles
Joyce's article.
Micarelli, dean of the college ·of
He · stated Ms. Joyce did not
Humanities and :Fine Arts, , felt that
mention a meeting involving
Ms. Joyce ignored their emphasis on
students, faculty members and Ms.
the imj>ortan«e of teaching art
Joyce held iri October where the art
techniques at FTU.
dept. received mostly . positive
They also de,nied .allegations by
feedback from· over 20 students.
stuqents in Ms. Joyce's article ·t hat
Ms: Joyce answered his argument
. some of the art . instructors try· t_o_
by stating that students may have
been afraid of criticizing the
department and its faculty in the
presence of the faculty and
administrators.
She said she felt that these
students were very concerned that
. their grades would suffer if they
honestly expressed their disapproval
~th the department.
By BILL PIEPER
Sta,:ff Writer

.

OFFSET DUPLICATI NG.
and

XEROX CO PIES

force their religious b eliefs upon art
students or that the department was
biased against females.
·
"The Art department ,
is not
staffed by religi'ous fanatics seeking
disciples nor by male chauvinists. "I
am also sure that every member of
the department realized the
importance of technique in a work of
art, and this point was made clear to
Ms. Joyce," Micarelli said.
In the article, Lotz said although
he believes that the expression of
. spiritual values that are nonreligious
are an important function cif art, and
although he and others may present
their views and beliefs to students,
the FTU art department does not
encourage students to adopt them.
Lotz added in another interview
that although only one woman is
presently in the art departments
faculty, he is not ~gainst women
instructors and is concerned abotit
adding more women instructors in
the future as the need for more
instructors arises.
··
He also stated that. the art faculty
does not discri'l!inate against female:
students in any way. A female.. freshman majoring- in art supported
Lotz completely and said she has not
heard any criticism of him by any art
students.
Ms. · Joyce said that the article,
which was scheduled to be printed
ove.r a month ago, was held back by
her editor so that she could gather

•

.

more information.
She said before the meeting she
received much criticism about the
·department, and she wrote a letter to
Lotz which included anonymous
quotes of some art students.
.
The reporter stated that at this
point she was not trying fo attack the
art department, and was interested
.only in learning what was actually
happening at FTU.
Mi;. Joyce said she then received an
invitation to talk to Lotz in his
studio. She said that that meeting he
refused to . let her use her tape
recorder and gave her a prepared
statement instead of a direct
interview.
"That kind of put a damper on the
whole interview," she added.
Later Ms. Joyce agreed to visit the
art complex for a day and talk to
students. She also said that Lotz
pledged that he would set up an
office for her away from the art
complex where she could talk to
students in private.
However, she said the day before
the meeting Lotz called her and
changed the existing plan so that
instead of private interviews she
would be invited to a 'coffee hour'?
attende d by students and fac4lty

m em_ber s. .
.
.
~icarelh '.'lso sat In at the i:neeting;
-which consisted a lmost entirely of
positive comment about the art_
degartment and Lotz.
After the meeting, Lotz said he
gav\' Ms. Joyce another opportunity
to talk to students privately, but she
refused to take advantage of his
offer.
.
In reply, Ms. Joyce said after. the
events before and during the meeting
she was suspicious ·of Lotz and his
offers.

Gospel Concert

"The Trubines"
Nov. 26
At: .

7:30 ·p.m.
"FREE"

Central Baptist Church
1505 ffonee St. Ori.
The New Ground Church
of J~sus Christ
~

By:

"For lnformationtan273-6152

r

.,

111cl1ol1

.
I

alle ..1
ROCK-DISCO
THE LARGEST LIGHTED
DANCEFLOOR ·
·I N_THE SOlJTHEASTI

IN ST ANT PRINT
COLONIAL PLA ZA
(Behind Ronnie 's)

894-2521

T UESDAY N IGHTS:
F R EE ADMISSION
W I T H CO L L E G E ID 'S
70 WEST AMELIA AVENUE AT 1-4
DOWNTOWN ORl,.ANDO

The End Is Near·,
Adver-t ise.-s .
You only have until Nov. 24 to reserve your space for
our special Holiday Shopper's Guide in the Dec. 3 issue
.of the Future.· Call 27 5-2865 for m~re information.

Re1ne1nber, The End Is Nov. 24

. e·\.
S mi\SG CentraUzed
Services will keep
, y~ur pla~ts
over. the holidays.
Ther~'s no place like home for the holidays, but
try - telling your plants that when they sit in your
empty dorm or apartment, thirstily ·wishing they
were having a Merry Christmas too.
·
But this Christmas, for only 50 cents a ·plant,
Student Government's Centralized Se..Vices will
feed an~ water your plants, soothe them when
they rmss you and fill them with the Yuletide
che~r you can't give them.
Just bring them down to Centralized Services
before December 10.
Yorn: little growing things need love and
. protection over the holidays too .
Don't let_them.spend Christmas alone.

~ ,.., ~
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WMFE airs
student film

Saga ~ets hours

for holidays

'

Saga food service is presently compiling a roster of students who will
be on campus during the Thanksgiving holid,ays.
Students who will be on campus Nov. 25, 26 and 27 should register
with the housing office today.
SNACK BAR
THANKSGIVING DAY
Breakfast
Lunch

8:30 a.m.-9:15 a .m.
1 p.m.-2 p.m. (Thanksgiving day dinner)

NO DINNER WILL BE SERVED (Box lunch to be picked
·up after Thanksgiving day meal)
FRIDAY
Breakfast
Lunch
Dinner

8:30-9:15 a.m.
12 p .m .-1 p.m.
4:.30 p.m.-5:30 p.m.

SATURDAY
Breakfast
Brunch
Dinner
SUNDAY
SNACK BAR
OPEN ONLY:

6 p.m.-10 p .m.

SUNDAY
Brunch
Dinner

CAFETERIA OPENS
11 a.m.-12 p.m.
4:4 5 p.m.-6 p.m.

An FTU student film, titled "A
Local Habitation and a Name" will
be shown on Ch. 24 Nov. 29, at 7:30
p.m.
The subject of the f"J.l:m, which was
produced by the FTU Theatre
Department is the marshland area
near the Kennedy Space Center, the
new Merritt Island National ' Wildlife
Refuge.
·
The 10-minute film was produced
by a class conducted by Dr. Harry W.
Smith, assistant dean of the College
of Humanities and Fine Arts at FTU.
Smith, FTU student Michele Wilson .
Fleming.

University Villas
Bdrm.,

None
11 a.m.-12 p.m.
4:45-5:45 p.m.

Bath

Unfurnished-$109 MO.
Furnishe~$119 lMO.
Within walking distance of
.the campus

273-5610

":!llll£rru aLlJri.stma.s Jnltn11
1Lnu£ ll£bbi£

JOHN SEXTON'S

LSAT
PREPARATION CENTER

CONTINUALLY. UPDATED CURRICULUM
·reflecting changes in the· LSAT
SUPERIOR F.ACULTY of · attorneys and.
eciucators 'with years of experlen.c e with the

LSAT.

.

SPECl~L.IZED INSTRUCT.ION. offering 1ritensive preparation by 'teams of experts In
each part Of . the ex~mlnation.
. UNIQU~ CURRICULUM ·. involving a substantive plan for attac!<lng each question-type.
COUNSELING f.or law sctioo! admissions by our
staff at no extra charge. ·

BEFORE DECIDING,
CALL_ORWRITE fOROUR BR~CHURE.
Tampa· 1..01 N. Westshore Blvd.
Sul,. 111, ~7, 872-7006

0

Do you have something· to say to that special
loved one that can best be appreciated during the
joyous holiday season?
·
Then say it in a Future Holiday Greeting. For
only 5¢ a word, you can speak your heart like its
never spoken before in· our Dec.. 3 Holiday issue.
Come .by our office before Nov. 29 to reserve
your space in our special issue.

This Week ·Only
Stop by our table in the Village Center
patio Monday - Wednesday from
10 a.m. to 1 p.m. to place your g-reeting.

these tlNo books
are d "i fferent.
PricelNise.

The Teachings of Jose Cuervo:

''How to get
the juices
flowing!'
The best way to get the juices flowing is to ' get
plugged into the best tequila. Jose Cuervo White.
Because Jose Cuervo is the premium white tequila.
And it has been since the first day it was made in 1795.
. Then the rest is simple. Just get plugged into the
best juices. Take orange juice, for: example. Or grapefruit, or pineapple. Or whatever.

they set themselves.
The Exchange may not
have every title you need or
the price you desire, and you
may not find a buyer for
every book you want to sell.
But the price· you may get in
the · SG textbook m_arket ·
makes it worth your while
giving the Exchange a visit.

They're both used texts
with the same number of
pages and words, but one was
· sold in a bookstore and the
.other in the Student
Government Book Exchange
75 cent~ cheaper. Each
quarter the Exchange allows
FTU students to buy and sell
their used books at prices

U~ed books accepted for Exchange Dec. 6 through
10 and sold Jan . 6 through 14, 1977. -Redeem unsold
books Jan. 17 through 21. The Exchange is open 9
a.m. to 4 p.m. daily and 5 to 7:30 p.m. Mondays and
Wednesdays in the Student Government Centra l ized
, Services Office, VC 219.
-•oc'>.
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JOSECUERVO., TEQUILA. 80 PROOF. IMPORTED AN? BOTTLED BY © 1976 HEUBLEIN, INC., HARTFORD, CONN.

NOW co.o .r dinato.r UrgesERA ratification;
cautions ~1 discriniinatory ·ob practices
By ARLA FILKO
Associate Editor

"The Equal Rights Amendment (ERA) is needed to fulfill equality under the
law and to permanently enshrine in our constitution the idea that sex
discrimination is wrong," said Valeria Adams, state coordinator for the National
Organization for Women (NOW), last Friday afternoon to a group of about 300
people in the Village Center Assembly Room (VCAR).
Delivering a forceful speech that tended to overwhelm the audience at times
with legislative facts and dates instrumental in _the women's movement, Ms.
Adams was brought to campus by the VC speaker's committee in conjunction
with the Society of Women Engineers Symposium.
The majority of the audience members were engineering majors who listened
quietly as Ms. Adams, a dark haired woman in her late thirties from Stuart,
Fla., delinated the history of the women's movement in this country and present day implications of the proposed amendment to the constitution.
Women were the first to picket the White House during the Wilson
administration and opponents to women's suffrage argued that giving women,
the right to vote would ultimately destroy family life, corrupt women and that
as voters women would merely be extensions of the husband's political views.
After women were granted the right to vote the furor that surrounded the
suffrage movement along with the ERA, which was initially introduced into
Congress in 1923, died down and remained dormant until civil rights activists in
the 1960s incited a renaissance that led to the present phase of the women's
movement.
.
Of the many pieces. of literature generated by the movement Betty Friedan's
book "The Feminine · Mystique," published in October of 1963, served as the
catalyst to bring thousands of women into the mainstream of American life. The
continuing response convinced Friedan that a nationwide effort was needed and
in 1966 she founded the National Organization for Women and became its first
president.
Today NOW boasts 60,000 members in ·50 states and is prominent in what
Ms. Adams calls the "global approach" phase of the movement. The
organization is aimed at the total image of women within a social, economic and
political framework. "Actually we're quite conservative," said Ms. Adams
adding, "We're .everywoman-black, white, gay, straight, rich, poor."
Since its inception NOW has precipitated law suits to investigate sex
discrimination in all areas of employ'ment. One particular interest of the
o:rganization are the so called protective laws which, according to Ms. Adams,
"do not serve to protect women, but only work to prevent them from moving in
the work market."
NOW is working for more equitable laws in the income tax structure, social
security laws, insurance and retirement benefits, workman compensation laws,
military training and had even extended its concern to the treatment of female
prisoners.
The ERA, which reads equality of rights under the law shall no·t be abridged
by the United States or any other state due to sex, is the tool the organization
hopes to secure to add recourse to its actions.
The intent of the ERA is not io influence personal, private or social
interaction, according to Ms. Adams, but to address the law. "The intent of the
framers is very clear.,,_
After passing the House in 1971 and the Senate in 1972 the proposal has
been ratified by 34 states and needs four states to ratify it by March 22, 1979
before it can beoome an amendment to the constitution.
Treatment of women in the news media and television was also attacked by
Ms. Adams. "Giants in the industry must realize that their days of cavalier
treatment of women are over. Women are capable and competent in a wide
variety of roles, not decorative objects."
Part of the problem lies in recognizing sex discrimination said Ms. Adai;ns,
adding that unintentional discrimination is just as unlawful as blatant
discrimination.
Any job recruitment practice that does not reach women is unlawful said Ms.
'Adams explaining further that job requirements must b e valid indicators of job
success.
Ms. Adams cautioned women to be wary of job interviews that question such
areas as marriage plans, plans to have children and birth control practices if male
applicants for the job do not receive the same questions. "No firm has ever
succeeded in proving that sex is a detcriment of job success," said Ms. Adams.
Indicators that a firm is practicing sex discrimination are: a men on~y .
department, few or no women supervising men, open jobs not posted, women
lilied to male positions, but arc paid Jess than a man would be, no affirmitive
action plans and a practice of advertising openings in sex discriminatory
columns in the paper.
If a woman encounters such discrimination Ms. Adams suggested several
legislative acts to turn to such as the Civil Rights Act of 1964 which
e ncomp asses the Equal E mployment Opportunity Act, the Equal Pay Act and
the Ed ucation Act.
,
"You can file suit as an individual or as a class," said Ms. Adams urging, "The
machinery is there, you need to use it. Its up to all individuals to see that we
eradicate any vestiges of sex discrimination."
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Stuft Envelopes
VALERIE ADAMS, 1976 state coordinator for NOW
chatted with members of the Society of Women Engineers
before her presentation on campus last Friday afternoon.

$25.00 PER HUNDRED
Immediate Earnings
Send $1.00 To:
Envelopes Dept. 339A
310 Franklin Street
Boston.Mass. 02110

1

~8

Holiday musical
to he presented
"Amahl and the Night Visitors," a
Christmas play written by Giah-Carlo
Menotti, will be presented in early
December and January by the FTU
Opera Workshop in the FTU music
rehearsal halL
Scheduled performances are on
Dec. 2 and Jan. 21-22 at 8 p.m. in
the rehearsal hall. Admission is $2 for
all patrons, although students can
attend the performance free on Jan.
21 if they have an FTU identification
card.
·
·
Ms. Elizabeth A. Wrancher
explained the royalties for the
production are so high they must
charge students, except for the Jan.
21 date.

Find A Roommate
... In the marketplace ,

DRUG

STOR.E

PHONE 36S-5601

OPEN 9 'A.M. - 7 P.M. .MON. ·$AT

Just a few minutes from F.T.U.

WISHING YOU A GOOD THANKSGIVING DAYi°
We are here to serve your needs for
Be~er

llill'

Hea'lth - Cosmetics - Beauty Aids

. Greeting Cards - Phot

:1 ~1ies

- Gifts
l!AHKAMERICARD

OVIEDO SHOPPING CENT.ER

SALES PERSONNEL
NEEDED
Inquire at the Future Office.
located in the Art· Complex

RATED BETTER

THAN'~

BY
TASTE TEST

Our nameplate's nothing special, bi.It our services are.
Ever since we ,huhg out our
very ordinary Centralized
Serviees shingle at Student
Government, we've been looking
for ways to make going to FTU a
little easier. And we came up
witP, some pretty extraordinary

solutions.
Now you can buy tickets to
local movie theatres at :fl,efty
discounts, be refened to a . baby
sitter or a carpooler who lives
near you, get information on
housing
and
Student

Government programs, sell your
old textbooks at prices you set
yourself... et cetera.
. Visit Centralized Services.
We'll help out your brain and
your pocketbook. We're jn VC •
219 ... our name's on the door.

,:.-oc,,,.,

.
$

""..,,.,

con~ ..
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Creations '76 'disappointing-';
few entries, little variety

CALENDAR
OF EVENTS

By USA FERGUSON

FRIDA Y, NOV. 19
Manage m e nt In stitute
Cre ations ' 7 6' Festival
Campus Ministry
Delta Tau Delta Ple dge Class
Film Series
Aqua Knights Sc uba Course

Staff Writer

8 a.m .-Noon
8 a.m.-11 p.m.
10 a.m.-11 p.m.
2 p.m.-4 p.m.
5 p.rn.-11 p.m.
7 p.m.-10 p.m.

Booth s and displays lined the
Village Center (VC) patio Tuesday
and Wednesday as 21 artists gathered
at Creations '76 to sell craft ranging
from ceramics to sterling silver
jewehy to batik print shirts.
·
:eeopk milled around the displays,
and above the buzz of conversation a
child crying and the tapping of a .
hammer could be heard.
·
"The number of entries was a little
disappointing this year, probably
because we upped the fee," said Dr.
Kenneth Lawson, VC director. The
entry fee this year was $5 for
students and $15 for non-students.
Mark Glickman, VC program
director, said the judges kept people
with non-original work out of the
show by requiring entrants to submit
slides of their work beforehand.
Even though Tuesday's show was
s mall and lacked varie ty , the
photography and the cerami cs were
the high est quality crafts, and
provided
the most interesting
di's plays.
Seagulls hovering in a gray mist
over a lake were the subjects of a
photograph titled "Blue Gulls" \Vhich
was deemed Best of Show. The
photograph was done by Grace H
Derascavagc and was priced at $350.
Derascavage's collection included
outstanding photographs of animals
and outdoor scenes.
. Lynn Englan d's large blue ceramic
vase won the Most Original Piece .
award. . The vase was part of a
co ll ection of beautiful ceramic
pitchers, vases, bowls, and canisters
entered by the FTU Art Department.
The ceramic pieces were very well
done, and would make terrific
Christmas gifts.

VCAR
VC Green
EN 138
VC214
VCAR
VC200

SATURDAY, NOV. 20
BSU Thanksgiving Food Drive

9p.m.-1 a.m . .

VCAR

SUNDAY, NOV. 21
ZTA
Film Series
Gay Student Organization

4: 30 p.m.-9 p .m.
5 p.m.-11 p.m.
7 p.m.-10 p.m.

Stud. Org. Lg.
VCAR
VC214

MONDAY, NOV. 22 .
Campus Ministry

9 a.m.-10 a.m.
Noon-1 p.m.
3 p.m.-4 p.m.
11 a.m.-Noon
2 p.m,-3 p.m.
2 p .m. -4 p. m.
7 p .m.:9 p.m.
7 p.m.-11 p.m.
8 p.m.-11 p.m.
8 p .m.-11 p.m.
9 p.m .-10 p.m.

Hightower
FAVORS
BSU Meeting

LXA ·
Ty es
PKA
APO Meetings
A lpha Phi Omega

ENGR 138
VC200
VC200
VCAR "A"
· ENGR 109
Stud . Org. Lg.
ADMIM 149
VC214
. ENGR 359

TUESDAY, NOV . . 23
Social Work Student Assoc.
Overeater's Anonymous
Panhcllcnic meeting
Alpha Tau Omega
Future Marketers Club
IFC meeting
Delta Sigma Pi meeting
Traffic Committee
Starry Knights
Pegasus Pcdalcrs
Resident Life Board of Directors
Karate
Pega~us Pilots
Photography
Alpha Ch i Omega

9 a.m.-10 a.m.
11 a.m. -l · p.m.
11 a.m.-Noon
Noon-1 p.m.
Noon-1 p.m.
2 p.m.-4 p.m.
2 p.m. -4 p. m.
3 p.m.-4 p.m.
3 p.m.-5 p.m.
4 p.m.-5 p.m.
4:30 p.m.
6 p.m.-7: 30 p.m.
6 p.m.-9 p.m.
7; 30 p . m.-10 p.m.
7:30 p.m.-10:30 p.m.

VC200
VC 214
vc 200
VC200
GCB 103
VC 20Q.
vc 211
vc 214
Stud. Org. Lg.
Stud. Org. Lg.
Knight Room
Multip urpose
LIB 2 4 6
VC 212
vc 214

9a.m.-10 a.m.
4a.m.-5 p.m .
4 p. m.-11 p.m.
5 p.m.-11 p.m.
6 p.m.-11 p. m.
7 p.m.-9 p.m.
7 p.m.-10 p.m.

ENGR 338
GCB 102
Lake Claire
VCAR
VC214
VC200

A Texas instrument SR51A, year
w;;ir. Less than 1 month old

vc2oo

~~~~~e~.e~illc~~rr~ggh igg~;~ of~~~
Call 830-7645.
number. ·

9 a.m.-10 a.m.
Noon-1 p.m.
Noon-1 p.m.
Noon-1 p.m.
Noon-2 p.m.
12:30 p.m.-1:30 p.m.
2 p.m.-4 p.m.
3 p.m.-4 p.m.
6 p.m.-8 p.m.
6 p. m.-9 p.m.
7 p.m.-7:30 p.m.
7: 30-10 p.m.
7:30-10 p.m.

Semoran Shopping Village

Specials
Mon--Fri..
Monday
night
football-win free six
pack
3. Tues.-ladies night-25¢
draft for ladies
4. Wed. pitcher night
5. Thursday-old fashioned
.beer
night.
$1
admission-15¢ beer, 20¢
hot dogs
2.

Leave

name

&

273-9878, M-Th., 3-5 p.m. only .
Winter Park - Beautiful home.
Pool, 3 large bedrooms, 2 bath,
Florida
room,
sewing
room,
utility room, recreation room
12' x 30'. Bar, carpet. Sel I
rent
678-4399
owner
831 - 2259.
My loss your gain. 4 bedroom
home close to FTU. Large lot,
fence,
storage
shed,
washer/dryer,
dishwasher,
central air. Take over payments·
of $236 a month and closing
costs. Phone 275-8817.
Chevro le t - 72 Vega GT, air,
4-sd., AM-FM, radials, body and
mechanically perfect. $1100.00.
275-4694.

436 & Aloma

4 BEDROOMS - POOL
$38900
Towering trees. Close to Lawton
School.
Workshop.
Enclosed ·
patio. Family room. Please call
D.
Knickerbocker .
Assoc.
365-5654 after hours 365-5575.
Tom Risher Brokerage Realtor.

1.50 pitchers all night

1. 5¢ beer starting 5 p_ m.

·o[iob CALD 876-3593

STAN S. SILBERSTEIN

*AUCTION*
1941
N.
Hwy.
17-92 Maitland, Fla.
Located at Maitland Flea Market

Sa.le Every Wednesday Night
7:00
i=urniture, Household Items, All Kinds of Merchandise
· You Name lt--We Sell It
'

Dally Sales From 10 .a.,,.. to 5 p,m.
Need Furniture? Come See Our Selection-of Good Used
Merchandise.
Moving? We Buy Furniture or Anything of Value
Phone 339-6416

Hide-a-way?
Suburban?
Country? We have a variety of
parcels to consider. Some with

!;.,~{~u l~·kefr~';,1£ Sl~~sd~~oms 0o~~

acre to 100 acres. Please call
Tom
Risher.
671-0078 after
hours.

3Jigi6~lf'Cfv"i!3Jgkri~~rteor ~

~g'Q o:a1ec a t197°c a ?1ats\Zinyq5Ji~t

ENGR 338
FA 206
GCB 110 and 116
ENGR 336
GCB 224
ENGR 108
VC200
VC211
GCB 102
ENGR 359
vc 214
vc 212
VC200

WEDNESDAY
PITCHER NIGHT
8

SHAKLEE PRODUCTS
Qrganic & Natural FOOD
~UPPLEMENTS for product'

MAITLAND

ACREAGE

lfor SQlel

THURSDAY, NOV. 25
Campus Ministry
Moth a
Phi Chi Theta
Pre p rofessional Medical Soc.
Student Accounting Soc.
Young Republicans
Student Government
SG EAS meeting
Pi Kappa Alpha L ittle Sis.
Alpha Phi Omega
Photography
Photography
Delta Tau Delta

American and foreign coins. The
symbols on the coins (eagles, Indian
h e ads, -etc.) had been cut out and
hung on chains to make necklace·s.
The saw blade Johnson uses to cut
the coins has a width about the size
of a pencil lead.
One artist sat reading a Bible while
people looke d at denim halter tops
she had made. She also had wreaths
mad.e from grape vines and pine
cones, and mobiles made from corks.•

the marketplace

WEDNESDAY, NOV . 24
Campu s Ministry
Graduate Student Comm.
AFR OTC
Film
Conflict Simulations
Homecoming meetings
Aqua Knights Scuba Course

Jewehy dominated the content of
the show. Cheryl D eAngelo , a native
of Ohio, had one of the most
interesting (and perhaps one of the
most repulsive) jewe hy collections,
which she calls "Earthings." She u ses
polyester resin (a clear. hard plastic)
to preserve ·everything from dried
flowers to spiders and scorpions. One
piece was a four inch long tarantula
preserved in a paperwe ight. It would
make a perfect gift for someone you
dislike. Other ite ms included a
scorpion in a belt buckle and a black
widow spider in a bracelet.
JeweJ.rv by Eric B erger of Winter
Haven won the B est Display award.
Berger's collection consisted of
de licate sterling silver earrings and
necklaces ranJ?;ing from $7 to $i4.
Bob John so n
of Melbourne
displayed jewelry made from

sandwiches
from 95c
draft beer•• ..40~
canned beer• ••55 c. I
pitchers••• ••2.25

Waterbed

with

pedestal

frame.

g~;f~ell~i~eall ~i~'.~%0£4°·

"Get

A-Head

Play

bu t

~g~~~r ~fi~~i~s. E£1~1°siaff~~~
Sale -

Alafaya
00

~la\ r~':ivs 2 91}~~

Tr. Apts .

daor;i;at~~pog~

tenants, 2501 Alafaya Trail.
Try to Beat these Deals! 73 Vega
Hatchback,
air,
auto.
Extra
look

and

2

runs

like

new,

with
1

40,000

mi • . Warr.

Low

jgi ~:~fralth~la~e~~1~$~~~5: Cea~~

(305) 632-1434.

German Sheoherd .- Experienced
guard dog, Hu~e black female,
gi%~~H%:t
$ 5.00. Cail Lynn

gb~~~n $~gsern.i! ~s~i':i5~

0

Free Draft Beer
with purchase of a sandwich.

Yamaha

Piano.

CLIP THIS COUPON
_expires Nov../31, 1~_7~ '

.

~

.;...

Will type all materials. Term
~~~~;~ 2:c. Paper suppl ied.· Call

6

Italian
WANTED, couples or individuals
interested in second or third
income, part-time, in their own
home
earning
from
$100/$1000 per month. CALL
for appointment ONLY. Phone
855.- 4816.

IPersonQll

'%Tcfo··

LAKE PICKETT AREA
5 ACRES
Horse
country-bridle
paths-deeded access to beautiful
pickett.
Over
1000
acres
restricted to homes $13500.
Tom Risher Brokerage
365-5654 Realtor
671-0078 (Eves.)

RESEARCH PAPERS
Written, revisel:I, typed -- your
notes or mine. Master's .English.
671-8998 or 678-7895.

~~~i~gi,;i~i{f(:,':,~e~r."i':feal$~~~igi_~g'.
Call 645-3531.

HONDA 500/4 1973, 11,000
m ·i.
Excellent,
$699.00.
671-0503 .

Gibson EBQ electric bass, lisi
$350. asking $200. 423-8717.

Thousands on file. Send $1.00
fo r your" 192-page, mail order
catalog .
11322
Idaho
Ave.,
206H,
Los
Angeles,
Calif.
90025. (213) 477-8474.

-

1972 Che'J. Ve~a. 4-speed, air
or
mak~

the TinKanyon Band.

ACADEMIC RESEARCH
PAPERS .

35

Ere~zg . 2l6 §~. ~~i1° P~~~~~df~
fgin~e n~D~ifi~'dn1~u$%<§~~~ 1~e7ii
~~Po.z, n~~f";t~erra~~lt~dre~aJ1i~l

g~fe~~tb0a7t 6'7 8-~8~i·.

Fri. & Sat. Live Band featuring
-

Typist-E xp erienced
in
all
phases of wo rk . I-BM ~lectric
for professional results. Paper
supplied. On campus until noon.
Please call Susie Weiss after 1 : 00
at 678-3481.

~'eagE: r~72'us~1afu7~4 1 ik~a~6'~

NI KON F WI TH 50mm 1.4 len s.
Contact B. Schooley. Future
Office Phone 275-2601.

Country-Rock

PROFESSIONAL
DOG
GROOMING. MOST BREEDS
$8 . 00.
Bath-T-Bow.
Call
831-4533.

Soccer"

Winter Park ; FL 32792.
Yard

4servlces•

Wanted,
Toy
Trains, Lionel,
American
Flyer,
Marklin,
Fleishman and other Tinplat.
305/855-0904
after
5
weekends.

~N8;~~~i~!~t i';,1a1e bd~~. 2s1b'~:
apartment at Century 21. Call
Jeff, 678-6948 after 9.

MEET THE KIND OF PEOPLE
YOU LI KE! Choose by seeing a
closed circuit videotape of them
as they talk about themselves,
their likes and dislikes. Private
an·d confidential-find out more!
Visit
or
call
VIDEO
INTRODUCTIONS of Orlando:
1010 Executive Center Drive,
Suite
219.
Phont 894-0053.
Opefl Saturdays · Fl RST 15
CALLERS
RECEIVE
DISCOUNT .

Heads for regionals

Women's
volleyball
takes state title
:t:J,fur
,

By RICHARD NELSON

'

Sports Write r

SANFORD-Led
by
the
outstanding performances of Kathy
Stilwell and Lillian Espejo, the FTU
Women's volleyball team captured
the
State Intercollegiate
Championships at Seminole
Community ·college last weekend by
defeating Jacksonville University,
15-10, 15-5.
The Knights are seeded No. 1 at
the University of Alabama during the
NCAA Division II Regional
Tournament that started yesterday.
Ms. Stilwell was credited by Lucy
McDaniel, the team's coach for
"placing the ball beautifully." Coach
McDaniel said "If I had to pick a
player ... that just tore up the other
team's defense as well as reading the
defense beautifully, it would be
Kathy Stilwell"
According to McDaniel, FTU
simply had Jacksonville outgunned
with seven hitters to their two
hitters, which are "just destructive." ·
McDaniel believes the key person
to the whole team, however, is Lillian
Espejo , whose spiking and defensive
abilities always keep the team in the
match.
Looking
to the regional
· tournament this week. Mrl)aniel said
"we h ave the strongest h itters in the
region." FTU will try to win the
regionals by using power plays to
overwhelm the opposition.
"I don't feel there's a team in
regionals that we cannot beat,"
claimed the winning coach.
Should the Knights win the
regional _tournament or p lace 2nd"
they will qualify f9r the national
tournament held at Malibu, Calif.
However, the Knights must raise
$6,000 within a 10-day period to
make the trip. Coach McDaniel said,
"The Athletic Department said that
if this team qualifies to re.gionals, I
will have to raise the money."
The volleyball team will try and
raise the money via donations from
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parents, personal friends and
businessmen who have not already
contributed to the university.
In the championship game against
Jacksonville University, the Knights
survived a slow start to win the first
game 15-10. Jacksonville had
qualified for the match by defeating
an emotionally drained Flagler team
by identical 15-9 scores.
Ms. Gonzalez claimed the reason
FTU started out so slowly against
Jacksonville was because "we are not
a very good mor!1ing team." The
match started at 1 0 a.m. last
Saturday morning. .
In the second game, the Knights
played more alertly, downing the
stubborn Jacksonville team, 15-5.
FTU's strategy against Jacksonvi.IJe
was to score -quickly and hope they
would get down' on themselves. At
first this game plan did not work, as
Jacl<sonville spurted out to an early
lead.
But the Knights cooly marched
back, finally taking the lead )Jack for
~ood at 6-3.
Coach McDaniel said the
Jacksonville team was basically a two
person eff9rt, and fh~ way to beat
them was to key the defense toward
coataining that effort.
This the Knights managed to do,
but not without some difficulty.
Jacksonville's 6-foot spiker Shirley
Presley hit some excellent spikes to
keep Jacksonville in the match.
Coach McDaniel said, "We played
as well as we had to for the win." She

RANDY DeSHIELD:
Into the record book
from soccer anonymity
By DALE DUNLAP
Sports Editor

In the initial FTU Soccer Bowl,
Knights Soccer loyalists saw an
almond brown, frail stocked
freshman
running, seemingly
struggling, as forward for the
Knights.
B,µt,
during the two-day
tournament in the waning days of
September that same frail stocked
freshman scored four goals and
added two assists and won that
tournament's Most Valuable
Player Award.
.·
The FTU soccer diehards were
perplexed. Who was this rookie
named Randy DeShield?
Now that the soccer season has
come to its most unfortunate of
conclusions, Randy Deshicld has
identity problems at FTU no
longer.
The 5 feet 9, 135 pound
Bermuda star, who played prep
soccer in Maine, finished his
maiden FTU soccer voyag<; by
sailing past the unweariest of
defenders for 17 tallies and six
assists setting the FTU scoring
standard of 26 points. The
previous season high for goals was
nine.
DeShield, known for his quiet,
reticent manner said of his record
shattering season, "You know,
last year I shot 29 goals and that
was really nothing to me. I knew I
could break the record •. . ! was
aiming for at least 20 goals."
If it wasn't for the admissions
office at Princeton University,
DeShield might never have seen
the Knights, much less don the
black and white stripes for FTU
this season. DeShield ·was not
accpeted at his first choice school,
but the Princeton soccer coach
knew Jim Rudy, FTU's soccer

m e ntor and recommended
DeShield to him.
Rudy did not hesitate to offer
the Maine prep star a scholarship.
From there DeShield has not
ceased to amaze Rudy or · his
teammates.
DeShield, talking with the aid
of a beer and ignoring his
teammates who were razing him
in the snack bar, said that he
wants to continue to improve in
soccer at the same rate and get a
little stronger to absorb the
mutinous abandoned blows a
soccer player must encounter. He
said, "I want to be a professional,
but I don't know ... ! hope I can .
become a professional.,,
DeShield is currently spending
most of his time off the soccer
field toiling in his educational
pursuit of an economics major.
However, pressure from his friend
and teammate Winston DuBose
may see him change to finance
before too long. DeShield said
that DuBose was one of the best
goalies he has seen and that only
two · players in Bermuda could .
equil him.
DeShield said the only
difference between American
soccer and the stylish Bermuda
soccer is that the American
version tends to be more physical
than in Bermuda. He added that
he hasn't learned anything new,
yet he has picked up more speed
for fear of getting racked up by
the physical play.
Rudy said of his new soccer
sensation, "When you look at
Randy he's slow he's small, and
he stands around looking like he
isn't doing anything and the next
thing you know he puts the ball
into the net. I guess you could say
Randy is now a colt, but before
he leaves FTU he's going to be a
stallion."

rrv
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THE WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL team listens
intently to Coach Lucy McDaniel as she
instructions during a time out against

~ves

also felt the team was not up for the
final match because of the previous
victory over F!Jlgler. _
·
FTU born.barded the Flagler
College's Saints, who beat the
Knights a week before 15-9, 15-11,
15-5, 15-5.
'
During the first 'game, the Knights
pulled out to a 6-.0 lead before
Flagler was forced to call a time-out.
Flagler Coach Kim Johns' strategy
session had little effect on her team,
however, as FTU increased their lead
to 11-2.
Coach McDaniel's team went on to
win the game behind the defensive
efforts of her back lineman.
·
The Knight's s trategy agah1st

the University of Tampa at
Intercollegiate Championship~.

Flagler was to piay what Coach
McDaniel terms "power volleyball"
She wanted her team to jump on
Flagler and never let up on them. She
felt this way the Flagler team could··
never muster up an effective offen,<;e.
FTU
also attacked a severe
weakness in the Flagler defense.
Knight's Spiker Sandy Gast said,
"She (Coach McDaniel) wanted us to
hit down the scrviCe line when we
were playing left front because it's an
open territory ; they leave it wide
open."
Coach McDaniel said, "We kept
them on the defensive almost all of
the time. We kept them off-balance,
never giving them a chance to get W1

the

State

offense."
The FTU offense was geared to
take advantage of Flagler's weaker
players. Ms. McDaniel said. "They
have a couple of weak players and we
hit them whenever we could ."
FTU's first match was against the
University of Tampa The Knights
had drawn first round buy by virtue
of their No. 1 seed in the
tournament.
During the first game of the
Tampa match, the Knight's defe:;'tse
was sluggish, but FTU still managed
to nip Tampa ~5-11. After some
defensive adjustments Coach
McDaniel's squad shut off Tampa in
the second game 15-1.

Rooters e~d year
with decisive win
By FRED VAN ASSCHE
Special Writer

and

DALE DUNLAP
Sports Editor

JACKSONVILLE - The FTU soccer Knights closed out the ir season with a
decisive 6-0 victory over Citadel College to take the Jacksonville Invitational
Tournament in Jacksonville last Saturday.
Despite being left out of a play-off berth, the boaters played inspired soccer,
scoring 4 times in the fhst half with goals by Topy Smith, Randy DeShield,
Farid Guederi and Paul Nuzum.
The Knights gained the match with the Citadel by edging out Madison College
of Madison, Va. by a 1-0 score.
Against Citadel, the Knights opened the scoring when Smith dribbled in on
goal for an unassisted tally. DeShield followed when he booted a corner kick
from Walt Cordell into the net with less than 20 minutes gone in the first half.
Guederi and Nuzum also added unassisted goals in the first half.
Second half scoring opened when DeShield tallied his second goal of the
game, his 17th of the year, on an assist frof\1 Cordell. With seven minutes
remaining in the game,. Cordell got on the scoreboard when he booted in the
final goal with an assist from Dave Hemsley.
The Knights did not have as easy a time with Madison in struggling to a 1-0
victory. The Madison team, although not noted as an exceptional soccer te am
made up for their deficiencies with a high pressure attack that had the Knights
in quandry on defense. Forward Ken Morris of Madison made several gre at
throw-ins into the penalty area, but was turned back by DuBose.
The lone FTU goal came from DeShield unassisted. DeShie ld playing at 75
per cent speed because of a badly bruised knee, notched his 16th goal of the
season in the first half.
Jim Rudy, FTU soccer coach, said that Madison College used an excellent
man-to-man defense on the Knights. But he added that the forwards and
mid-fielders found they could run on them and it produced 12 shots on goal
\vith 20 yards that the Madison goalie had to dive for. "We didn't get any power
on any of the shots, otherwise we might have had a four-goal lead," said Rudy.
Rudy added that Alex Pennello, FTU defenseman, played well and surprised
Madison with his quickness afoot. "Alex played one heck of a game," he said.
The victories gives FTU a 15'-1-1 record on the year. The Knight's had a road
record of 7-1-1 fpr a .777 percentage.
Credit for the shutout of the Citadel goes to sophomore goaltender Dave
Sirianni who substituted for AU.American goalie DuBose. DuBose, closing out
his college career played much of the game at halfback.
Other seniors who will be lost through graduation are Dean Andreadis; Mario
Isaac, who was injured three weeks ago and Charles Campbell, who is currently
the Knight's all-time leading scorer with 25 goals.
Freshman DeShield needs only 9 goals to overtake Campbell as all-time FTU
scorer.

Crew wins Tampa races
The FTU crew team won the three
mile regatta at the "Bottom of the
Hillsborough" last Saturday.
The winning boats were the
women's novice-freshman four in
2:03; the men's senior eight in 1:09
and the mixed ei,e;htjn 5:00.
Coach Kamrad said, "We were
very

please.ct by the effort of our two
novice-freshmen boats and with the
unexpected victory of the women's
four."
Saturday the crew team travels to
Winter Park for the Novice-Freshmen
Kraft Azalea Gardens Regatta.
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Cagers open campaign;
hopes rest with guards

wl111am dovhey

671-5902

l\ntiqut & Custom
REFINISHING

By R_l:CHARD NELSON
Sports Writer

With the 1976 basketball season
one week away, Coach "Torchy"
Clark must defend FTU's Sunshine
State Conference championship with
experienced guard play and without
the aid of a big center.
Clark, who has compiled a 124-51
seven year ledger as head coach at
FTU, will work with three of the five
starters from- last year's 20-5 squad
which qualified for the NCAA
Division II Southeast regionals.
· Clark is realistic about the Knights
lack of experience and depth and
believes his team "will work for
everything they get."
Out of the first seven games the
Knights play three Division I teams,
Coach Clark said that FTU will be be
facinl!: very rou)!;h opening season
teams this season. "We're just very
highly scheduled befqre Christmas,"
said Clark.
Another one of the Knight's major
weaknesses will be on the boards,
where lack of size will severely hurt
the FTU's performance this year.
For point production, Clark must
look to 6 feet 3 Jerry Prather, who
must bare the brunt of the offensive
load . Prather should receive help
from 197 5-76 Sunshine State
Conference Freshman of the Year Bo
Clark at 6 feet 1; and 6 feet 2 guard
. Calvin Lingelbach.
The Knights tip off the season
with Flagler College Nov. 26. The
Flagler Saints have six · returning
players from last year, giving first

year coach David Tony a solid
line-up:
Immediately after playing Flagler,
FTU must wing their ·way to
Memphis, Tenn. to take on the
Memphis State University (MSU)
Tigers on Saturday. Wayne Yates,
MSU head coach, led his 197 5-7 6
team to a 21-9 record, national
ranking, and an NCAA tournament
berth.
The top scorer for. MSU is 6 feet 4
Dexter Reed, a senior guard who was
voted the Most Valul!..ble Player in the
Metro-Six Tournament last year.
. Other outstanding players for the
Tigers are 5 feet 10 floorleader Alvin
Wright and backcourt man Buster
Hancock.
Clark said, "Dexter Reed is just a
super ballplayer." "We're really out
of our class playing Memphis State,"
he added.
After the Memphis State contest,
the Knights play University of South
Florida Nov. 29 at Tampa. Although
South Florida Coach Chio Conner
has lost the no. 1 and 2
scorers from last year's 19-8 team. He
will have six returning lettermen
from last year and four newcomers.
Clark said, "We've only beat them
(South Florida) once and that was an
act of God, 75-74. Usually, they're
too much to handle for us."
One other team that Clark feels
will be tough is Tennessee Wesleyan
College. The Bulldogs bring a
1975-76 record of 24-9 to the Winter
Park High School gymnasium for the
Knight's second home game.

TKEs win golf protest

..

The FTU Intramural O ffice a warded T a u K a ppa E p silon (T K E ) th e
ch ampionship of the Intramural G olf T o urnament he ld last week end by virtue
of a fav o ra ble protest ruling disqualifying Alpha Tau Om ega (ATO) from the
tournament.
The protest ste mme d from ATO playing nine holes Ju st prior to the actu al
tourname nt.
A ccording to United States Golf A sso ciation rules, " ... on any day of a stro ke
compe tition or play-off, a co mpetitor shall not practice on the competition
course before a round or play-o ff."
In a formal letter to the Intramura l D e partme nt, TKE stated " R ecords of
Deer Run Country Club sh o w that three m ember s of the ATO winning golf
team, Charlie Griggs, Grant Griggs, and Day Dantzler had playe d on, the m o rning
of the tournament.~. ,,
TKE also stated they felt the protest wa s valid and tha t AT O should be
disqualified.
Before th e lodging of the protest, ATO had won the tournament with a total
team score of 365. TKE cam e in se cond with a 381 tally. Other scores were SAE
- 395, Humps - 401, and LXA with a 405.
The official standings, however, would erase ATO' s score and give TKE the
top spot. SAE moves up to 2nd and Humps and LXA 3rd and 4th, resp ec ti_vely.

Avoiding
Future .·
Shock
Why think about life insurance and estate
planning now while ·y ou're young?
·Because the best way to avoid financial
crisis in your leisurely years is to ·
effectively manage your most productive
years. The older you get, the more it
costs to.protect your family and business.
Your Fidelity Union Lif~ estate planner
can sh.o w you how to prepare_for a secure
future - now.

M e t i cu I o u s w or k - reasonable
·r ates - pickup &~elivary

4775 Seminole A~e., .Goldenrod

. lux~iiving

A MOUNTAIN SHOP IN FLORIDA??
YOU BETTER BELIEVE IT!!

•Ion& rreshwater

.
. lhares
s-tllbuck1ers

'

arid landlubbers ·

-

'· ··.a Jikeilwyfind ·
a leewanl haven

. FOR TOP QUALITY GEAR
·FR I ENDL Y SERVICE
HELPFUL ADVICE

~-ild tWobeili= .
·1ipartments. ~

...._.. toWnhoulwa with
IDfty sleeping quaien

...... $150

East Aloma ·a~d Hal( Road
'tis here- you can ~t
. your

PLOT YOUR COURSE AND HIKE OVER TO

THra WG~~tE~,HEs~ tHo,.
OUTFITTERS AND SUPPLIERS

·dinSh,..

BACKPACKING - LIGHTWEIGHT CAMPING - CANOEING

·511-2221·

.1426 LAKE DRIVE, COCOA, FLORIDA 32922
PHONE 632-3070

Grand Opening Sale
(through Nov. 30)

50% oH
All Nylon ·
Stringing·
·0!.le _d ay service
·on stringing and
gripping, always.

-~;-

'10% oft All
Merchandise

TENNIS SHOP

2245 Aloma Ave.
Aloma Shopping ·Center
Winter Pork Phone: 671-4600

IDDI

MDN~ .-1llJl

FRI.

the harvest special:
VILLAGE CENTER
SNACK BAR
Jumbo Burger·
Hot Fried Apple Pie
Shake ol Your Choice

Call the Fidelity Union.Field Associate
in your area:

•

~
t

college
Master®

"ORLANDO AGF.NCY" 678-1326

(we already .have
discount prices)

something to shout about!

Recreation- Commitee Presents:

~~PLANT . DA . ¥,,
1~~3

Wednesday, Dec. 1
p.-rn. on the ~C. Patio

!WISOR PRODUCTIONS PR(SE/lllS o\ Pl!fSSMA.lf WllUAMS PllODUCllOH PAUL WILLIAMS WlllWil fl/iUY IN SltlAN 0( PAUilA'S
co s1AR11111c cr011Cr MlwMou IW!Oto oato11G AACHl£ HAHN mfA£Y co1i1A.1COR crMir GRAHAM AND 111111oot.u:1•c
Wltlll ( llAflOOIRCCl£08't'BRWt0£PAUIA ~

PHANTOM OF THE PARADISE

~ llSSICAIW!Pf:R U£CUllVIPllOOUCfRCUSl.W£8£Rll( PROOt.IC£0~Y ( DWAAORPR£SSMAll
-

WOROS ..OllUS«:8' ......UI....

'°'"'" ""''~'

"""'""'""""""'""'""""""'°'"""'"""

L. -J

Tonight and Sunday night
8:30

p.m. in ·v.c.A.R.

F.T.U. Students-free ·General Public - $1.00
.

.

. Wednesday, Dec. 1
8:30 p.m. in Engr. Aud.

X•rated
WALTER
MATTHAU

GEORGE
BURNS

,.-~~--.,

/

~

.
co-starri ng

RICHARD BENJAMIN

M GM

G

R eleased thru

F I LMS INCORPORAT ED

Umted Artists

Come and join a committee!

Speaker's Committee:
Mondays at 11:00.
1n V.C. Rm. 200

F.A. V .O.R.-5 .
Agency Night
Jan. 19th at 6 p.m.
in Multipurpose Rm.
TOURNAMENTS!!

Watch for signups soon in: ·

table tennis, foosball, billiards, and bridge.

